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We report first-principles calculations on the electrical transport properties of two kinds of one-dimensional
nanowires: (a) a carbon nanowire (CNW) with alternating single and triple bonds and (b) a boron-nitrogen
nanowire (BNNW) with equidistant bonds. We demonstrate the similarity and difference between the carbon
nanowire and its boron-nitrogen analogue in the molecular orbital and transport properties, and then explore
the potential innovations. The effects of molecular orbitals and nanowire-electrode coupling on the transport
properties are analyzed. The cases of the nanowires sandwiched between both nanoscale and bulk electrodes
are considered. It suggests that the characteristics of the transmission spectra and the current-voltage
characteristics (I-V curves) are determined both by the electrodes and by the molecule as well as their coupling.
In particular, the negative differential resistance (NDR) phenomenon is more apparent when the nanowires
are positioned between two nanoscale electrodes. The tuning of the transport properties is also probed through
the changes of nanowire-electrode separation and the inclusion of a gate voltage. These lead to dramatic
variations in the equilibrium conductance, which can be understood from the shift and alignment of the
molecular orbital relative to the Fermi level of the electrodes. In the analysis of the effects of nanowire-
electrode separation, it shows that the equilibrium conductance has the same variation behavior as that of the
projected density of states (PDOS) for CNW, while the localized molecular orbitals of BNNW result in its
conductance varies differently from its PDOS. The different molecular orbital characteristics near the Fermi
level of these two kinds of nanowires underlie their different transport properties.

I. Introduction

Molecular electronics has attracted increasing interest both
for fundamental reasons and for potential applications because
it represents the ultimate miniaturization of electronic systems.1

Much attention has been devoted to atomic-scale devices, and
thus the transport properties of wire-like structures (such as gold,
aluminum, and carbon one-dimensional nanowires) sandwiched
between two metallic electrodes have been widely investigated.2

Although their structures are simple, atomic-sized wires have
shown peculiar transport properties due to their low dimen-
sionality. In particular, the transport properties are strongly
affected by the nature of single chemical bonds and the number
of atoms.3

Carbon nanowires (CNWs) have been the subjects of many
studies.3-8 In particular, Lagow et al. have prepared CNWs with
alternating single and triple bonds,4 while the experimental
evidence for CNWs is controversial and its properties are not
completely known.8 Some researchers demonstrated CNWs with
alternating single and triple bonds, while others proposed CNWs
with equidistant double bonds. Ab initio many-body calculations
by Abdurahman et al. showed that CNWs exhibit bond-length
alternation with alternating single and triple bonds, while
boron-nitrogen nanowires (BNNWs) have strictly linear ge-
ometry and exhibit equidistant bonds.6

Most theoretical works for transport calculations of CNWs
performed so far have treated CNWs with equidistant bonds.3,7

Kushmerick et al. proposed that bond-length alternation plays
an important role in determining the conductivity through the

study of the transport properties of oligo phenylene ethynylene
(OPE) and oligo phenylene vinylene (OPV) molecular wires.9

Thus it is interesting to know whether bond-length alternation
of CNW will decrease the conductivity when it is coupled with
two metallic electrodes. Coˆtéet al. proposed that there are some
good qualities using boron nitride polymers as building blocks
for electronic devices,10 such as band gap tuning. Hence, the
parallel investigation on the transport properties of BNNW and
CNW may provide potential innovations. There appears to be
a one-to-one correspondence between structures of carbon and
boron-nitrogen allotropes in nature, and BNNWs are isoelec-
tronic with CNWs. Thus if these two kinds of nanowires exhibit
different transport properties, it will be due to the differences
in the nature of bonding caused by different atomic species.

In the current work, the electrical transport properties of CNW
and BNNW are analyzed from the total transmission spectra
and its eigenchannel decompositions,11 the characteristics of the
isolated molecular orbitals, the current-voltage characteristics,
and the zero-bias conductance at different nanowire-electrode
distances as well as the nanowires subjected to a gate voltage
to tune the magnitude of the conductivity. It is found that the
transport properties are determined both by the molecular
orbitals of the nanowires and by the electrodes. What interests
us is that the gate voltage drastically increases the equilibrium
conductance of BNNW. The different molecular orbital struc-
tures near the Fermi level of these two kinds of nanowires
underlies the different transport properties.

This paper is organized as follows: In section II we give a
brief description of the calculation method and the simulation
model. Section III shows the detailed analysis of the electrical
transport properties of these two kinds of nanowires sandwiched* Address correspondence to this author. E-mail: zzeng@theory.issp.ac.cn.
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between both nanoscale and bulk electrodes. The effects of the
molecular orbitals and nanowire-electrode coupling on the
characteristics of transmission spectra and theI-V curves are
analyzed. The tuning of the equilibrium conductance through
the changes of nanowire-electrode separation and the inclusion
of a gate voltage is also presented. A brief summary is given in
section IV.

II. Calculation Method and Simulation Model

The TranSIESTA-C package is used in the present work to
study the transport properties of two-probe systems. Tran-
SIESTA-C combines the well-tested electronic structure calcula-
tion method SIESTA12 and the Keldysh NEGF (nonequilibrium
Green’s function) technique13 to simulate electrical transport
in molecular devices. The principles and the technique details
of this method can be found in the listed references.14

Figure 1 shows the simulation models: a nanowire sand-
wiched between (a) two bulk electrodes and (b) two nanoscale
electrodes. In model b we have chosen a supercell with a large
enough vacuum layer in thex andy directions so that the device
has no interaction with its mirror images. The sandwiched
nanowire could be CNW or BNNW in our calculations and only
either case is shown in Figure 1. In the calculations, the whole
system is divided into three parts: the scattering region and
the left and right electrodes. The nanowire together with several
layers of surface atoms in the left and right that interact with
the molecule are chosen as the scattering region and the
remaining parts are regarded as the left and right semiinfinite
electrodes (see Figure 1). The terminate atoms of the nanowires
are positioned symmetrically above the Al(100) hollow sites.
Without specializing, the nanowire-electrode separationd is
1.9 Å (ref 7a). The bond lengths of CNW and BNNW come
from ref 6, i.e. 1.360 Å for the single bonds and 1.174 Å for
the triple bonds in CNW, and 1.287 Å for the equidistant bonds
in BNNW.

The system subjected to an external bias is highly in
nonequilibrium. The left- and right-moving carriers have
significantly different chemical potentials, and the electrostatic
potential is a function of position in the molecule. Therefore, a
full self-consistency method to describe the system is necessary.
In the TranSIESTA-C code, a full self-consistency procedure
of the electronic structure of the scattering region is performed
before the transmission function and the current is calculated
under each bias voltage. The electronic structure of the two
electrodes is computed only once before the self-consistency
procedure of the scattering region starts, and the self-consistent
potential in the electrodes will be shifted rigidly relative to each
other by the external voltage biases.15 A SIESTA localized basis

set is used to expand the valance electron wave functions and
the core electrons are modeled by standard nonlocal norm
conserving pseudopotential.16 To calculate the electrostatic
potential distribution (Kohn-Sham potential) in the scattering
region, the electron density is required, and it is calculated by
the density matrix that is constructed via NEGF technique.13

The potential in the semiinfinite electrodes provides natural real
space boundary conditions for the Kohn-Sham potential of the
scattering region. The coupling of the scattering region with
the electrodes is taken into account by self-energies. The Kohn-
Sham potential includes contributions from Hartree, exchange,
correlation, atomic core, and any other external potentials. This
procedure is iterated until the convergence criterion 10-4 is
achieved for the Hamiltonian, charge density, and band structure
energy.

III. Results and Discussions

Figure 2 shows the total transmission spectra (Tt) and its
eigenchannel decompositions (T1 and T2) of C10/(BN)5 sand-
wiched between two Al(100) nanoscale/bulk electrodes. The
energy is relative to the average Fermi level of the two-probe
system, i.e. (µl + µr)/2, whereµl andµr are the electrochemical
potentials of the left and right electrodes, respectively. Numeri-
cally, the transmission eigenchannel is extracted from the
decomposition of the total transmission coefficient by transmis-
sion matrix diagonalization.11 The transmission eigenchannel
reflects the coupling between the molecular orbitals and the band
structure of the electrodes.18 Several observations are in order.
At first, there are two degenerate channels contributing to the
total transmission. The maximum value of the total transmission
of CNW is 2, while a much smaller value of BNNW is around
0.3. Second, the equilibrium conductance (G ) (2e2/h)T(E)0))
of CNW with bond length alternation in the current work is
comparable to that of CNW with equidistant bonds as presented
in the previous work (see ref 7a). Finally, the transmission
energy regions (with energy regionsT(E) > 0) and transmission
energy intervals, i.e.T(E) ) 0, are mainly determined by the
electrodes in the systems studied here. The transmission intervals
become smaller when nanowires are sandwiched between bulk
electrodes.

It is necessary to figure out the factors that determine the
transmission coefficients (denoted byT hereafter). In the
following, the cause of the characteristics ofT will be illustrated
from the effects of molecular orbitals and nanowire-electrode
coupling, respectively.

A. Effects of Molecular Orbitals. It is well-known that the
characteristics ofT are determined by both the electrodes and
the nanowires as well as their cooperation.17 HOMOs (highest

Figure 1. The simulation model of the nanowires coupled to (a) Al(100)-(2x2 × 2x2) bulk electrodes and (b) Al(100) nanoscale electrodes. The
region within two black lines is the scattering region and the remaining parts are the left and right electrodes. The aluminum electrodes extend to
z ) (∞. The black bar withVg above it denotes the gate voltage.
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occupied molecular orbitals) and LUMOs (lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals) are very helpful tools for analyzing the
transmission. Figure 3 shows the HOMOs and LUMOs of C10

with bond-length alternation, which are composed of two
degenerateπ (px and py) orbitals and are spatially delocalized.
The two degenerateπ (px and py) orbitals result in two
degenerate channels contributing to the total transmission (see
Figure 2a,b). The delocalized molecular orbitals cause the high
transmission coefficients. The value ofT reaches 2.0 in certain
energy ranges, which means that these two channels are both
entirely open. It is not the case for the (BN)5 nanowire, however.
The HOMOs of the (BN)5 nanowire are composed of degenerate
σ (spz) and π (px and py) orbitals, while the LUMOs are
composed of two degenerateπ (py and px) orbitals, as shown in
Figure 4. The molecular orbitals are localized on either B or N
due to the difference in ionicity of B and N, which result in a
small transmission coefficient (see Figure 2c,d). Only two
degenerate channels contribute to the total transmission implying
only the two degenerateπ (px and py) orbitals contribute to the
transmission, while theσ (spz) orbital has no contribution to
the total transmission.

One may wonder whether this difference is due to the
symmetry difference between C10 and (BN)5. We have also done
a symmetric calculation for (BN)5B, and found that the
transmission remains very small (about 0.1 near Fermi level).
The molecular orbitals of (BN)5B are still localized on either B
or N.

B. Effects of Nanowire-Electrode Coupling. Calzolari et
al. showed that the infinite CNW with bond-length alternation
opens energy gaps at the edges of the Brillouin zone and the
present semiconducting feature, while CNW with equidistant
bonds displays metallic behavior (see ref 7b). Kushmerick et
al. proposed that bond-length alternation will greatly decrease
the conductivity through the comparison of the transport
properties of OPE and OPV9 molecular wires. However, in our
calculation, when a C10 nanowire with bond-length alternation

Figure 2. The total transmission spectra (Tt) and its eigenchannel decompositions (T1 and T2) of C10/(BN)5 sandwiched between two Al(100)
nanoscale/bulk electrodes. C10 means 10 atoms of CNW and (BN)5 means 10 atoms of BNNW. Note that only two channels contribute to the total
transmission and they are equal.

Figure 3. HOMOs (19 px and 20 py) and LUMOs (21 px and 22 py) of
C10 nanowire with bond-length alternation. The HOMOs and the
LUMOs are both composed of two degenerateπ (px and py) orbitals
which are spatially delocalized.

Figure 4. HOMOs (18 px, 19 py, and 20 spz) and LUMOs (21 py and
22 px) of (BN)5 nanowire. The HOMOs are composed of degenerateσ
(spz) andπ (px and py) orbitals, which are spatially localized to the left
or the right of the nanowire. The LUMOs are composed of two
degenerateπ (py and px) orbitals which are spatially delocalized. The
orbitals are located on different atomic species (either B or N) due to
the difference in ionicity of B and N.
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is sandwiched between two electrodes, the equilibrium conduc-
tance of 1.5 or 2.0G0 (see Figure 2a,b, whereG0 is the quantum
conductance) is obtained, which is comparable to that of CNW
with equidistant bonds sandwiched between two nanoscale
electrodes (see ref 7a). The reason the conduction of CNW with
bond-length alternation dose not decrease can be found from
Lang and Avouris’ works,3 where they proposed that the
bonding of the nanowire to the electrodes and the accompanying
charge transfer doping could modify the conductivity of the
nanowire. So the high conductance of CNW with bond-length
alternation just comes from the nanowire-electrode coupling
and the accompanying charge transfer doping. This can be
clearly seen in the latter (see Figure 6 in subsection D).

Kaun et al. suggested that the characteristic ofT is determined
by the band structure of the electrodes and the momentum
filtering effect of the nanowires,18 which means that only those
Bloch bands of the electrodes having the same orbital character
as the molecular states near the Fermi level conduct well. In
the present work, these two kinds of nanowires have a similar
moment filtering effect, i.e., only Bloch bands withπ orbital
feature will conduct. Due to the similar moment filtering effect
of these two kinds of nanowires, the transmission energy
intervals seem insensitive to the nanowires and are determined
by the band gaps of the electrodes. In fact, when a molecule
with mainly σ orbitals is placed near the Fermi energy of the
electrodes, the energy intervals will also be sensitive to the
molecule.18 The bulk electrodes contribute more to the bands
with more Bloch states than the nanoscale electrodes do, which
is the origin of the smaller transmission energy intervals when
nanowires are sandwiched between bulk electrodes.

C. The I-V Characteristics.Figure 5 shows theI-V curves
of the nanowires sandwiched between Al(100) electrodes. The
current I is calculated byI(Vb) ) (2e/h)∫-∞

+∞dE [fl(E - µl) -
fr(E - µr)]T(E,Vb), wherefl/fr is the electron distribution function
of the left/right electrode. It can be seen that theI-V
characteristics are determined by both the nanowires and the
electrodes, while the NDR (negative differential resistance,
which is characterized by the decrease of current with the
increase of the external bias) phenomenon is more apparent
when the nanowires are sandwiched between nanoscale elec-

trodes. The origin of NDR can be understood from the changes
of coupling between the electrodes and the nanowire at various
external biases as illustrated in detail in our previous work.17

The I-V curves are symmetric with respect to bias polarity for
CNW due to the symmetric coupling of CNW with the left and
right electrodes, while they are asymmetric for BNNW as the
result of asymmetric coupling of BNNW with the left and right
electrodes (see Figure 1, on the left, nitrogen atom bonding with
the left electrode, while on the right, boron atom bonding with
the right electrode). Specifically, theI-V curves show metallic
behavior at small biases when CNW is sandwiched between
nanoscale electrodes as seen in Figure 5a, while a rectifying
behavior appears when BNNW is sandwiched between bulk
electrodes as presented in Figure 5d. The rectification ratio is
about 7 at(0.6 eV obtained in this figure.

D. The Tuning of Transport Properties. Experimentally,
people have the ability to adjust the spacing between the
electrodes mechanically and the ability to shift the energy levels
in the molecule using a gate electrode.19 To further study the
transport properties of these two kinds of nanowires and explore
their differences, we investigate the tuning of the transport
properties with the nanowires sandwiched between two nano-
scale electrodes.

Figures 6a and 7a show the variation of the equilibrium
conductance with nanowire-electrode separationd. As seen
from Figure 6a, whend varies from 0.5 to 2.7 Å, the equilibrium
conductance of CNW increases first. Atd ) 2.1 Å, the
conductance reaches its maximum, which means that the two
degenerate transmission eigenchannels are fully open. Then, the
zero-bias conductance decreases asd increases further. For
BNNW, the equilibrium conductance decreases monotonically,
as shown in Figure 7a.

We may understand the variation of the conductance withd
from the shift and alignment of the molecular orbitals relative
to the Fermi level of the electrodes. Figures 6b and 7b show
the charge transfer from the electrodes to the nanowire. With
the increase ofd, the charge transfer from the electrodes to the
nanowire decreases monotonically, which means that the
molecular orbitals shift up with respect to the Fermi level of
the electrodes. For CNW, the upshift of the molecular orbitals

Figure 5. The I-V curves of C10/(BN)5 sandwiched between two Al(100) nanoscale/bulk electrodes.
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relative to the Fermi level of the electrodes will cause an
oscillatory conductance. When an energy level of CNW aligns
with the Fermi level of the electrodes, a conductance peak
appears. With the further upshift of the molecular orbitals, the
conductance decreases. However, for BNNW, the upshift of the
molecular orbitals means that the spatially localized HOMOs
move toward the Fermi level of the electrodes, and this causes
the decrease of the conductance.

It is well-known that only delocalized states contribute to
the conductance significantly. To compare the equilibrium
conductance with the density of states of the nanowire, Figures
6b and 7b also show the projection of the density of states
(PDOS) of the two-probe system onto all the basis orbitals of
the nanowire. Since the equilibrium conductance is the trans-
mission at the Fermi energy, only the PDOS at the Fermi energy
is needed. The PDOS is given byP(E) ) 〈ψw(E)|Ψ(E)〉 )
〈∑i

wire ci(E)φi(rb)|∑j
all cj(E)φj(rb)〉, whereΨ(E) is the eigenstate of

the whole system andψw(E) is the contribution of the basis
orbitals of the nanowire toΨ(E), {φ} are the nonorthogonal
basis sets of the system, andci andcj are expanding coefficients.
The sum overi runs over the basis orbitals of the molecule and
the sum overj runs over all the basis orbitals of the whole
system. From Figures 6 and 7 we see that the equilibrium
conductanceG has the same variation behavior as that of PDOS

in CNW since its orbitals are delocalized, while the localized
molecular orbitals of BNNW result in its conductance varying
differently from its PDOS. The difference in howG responses
to the PDOS comes from the different orbitals of CNW and
BNNW, and it is a pure effect from the different nature of
bonding between these two kinds of nanowires.

Figure 8 shows the tuning of the transport behavior of both
CNW and BNNW through the inclusion of a gate voltage. We
simulate the electrostatic effect of the gate electrode by shifting
the Hamiltonian of the nanowire part with the gate voltage, and
then solve the potential in the central region self-consistently.
This corresponds to assuming that the gate electrode induces
an external potential localized to the molecular region. For
metallic electrodes this will be a reasonable approximation.14,20

The gate voltage drastically increases the equilibrium conduc-
tance of BNNW, which can also be understood from the shift
and alignment of the molecular orbitals relative to the Fermi
level of the electrodes. Here, the positive gate voltage means
the downshift of the energy levels in the nanowire relative to
the Fermi level of the electrodes.21 For CNW, the equilibrium
conductance shows an oscillatory behavior as Figure 6a.
However, for BNNW, due to the downshift of the energy levels,
spatially delocalized LUMOs move close to the Fermi level of
the electrodes, which is the origin of the increase of the

Figure 6. (a) The equilibrium conductanceG of C10 as a function ofd and (b) the corresponding PDOS at the Fermi level and charge transfer from
the electrode to the C10 nanowire.

Figure 7. (a) The equilibrium conductanceG of (BN)5 as a function ofd and (b) the corresponding PDOS at the Fermi level and charge transfer
from the electrode to the (BN)5 nanowire.

Figure 8. The equilibrium conductanceG of (a) C10 and (b) (BN)5 as a function of gate voltage.
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conductance. With the increases of the gate voltage, BNNW
switches from a weakly conducting to a highly conducting state
continuously, which indicates that it might be a good candidate
for molecular switch.

IV. Conclusion

In summary, the transport properties of CNW and BNNW
sandwiched between Al(100) electrodes have been studied. The
effects of the characteristics of the molecular orbitals and the
effects of the nanowire-electrode coupling on the transport
properties are analyzed. Only two degenerate transmission
eigenchannels contribute to the total transmission. The NDR
phenomenon is more apparent when the nanowires are sand-
wiched between nanoscale electrodes. A rectifying phenomenon
appears when BNNW is sandwiched between bulk electrodes.
The current-voltage curves are asymmetric with respect to bias
polarity for BNNW due to asymmetrical coupling of BNNW
with the left and the right electrodes. With the changes of
nanowire-electrode separationd the conductance has the same
variation behavior as that of PDOS in CNW, while the localized
molecular orbitals of BNNW result in its conductance varying
differently from its PDOS. A positive gate voltage switches
BNNW from a weakly conducting to a highly conducting state
continuously. The variation of the equilibrium conductance with
the changes ofd or the inclusion of the gate voltage can be
understood from the shift and alignment of the molecular orbitals
relative to the Fermi level of the electrodes. Both switching
and rectifying phenomena are predicated for BNNW, which
means that it might be a good candidate for a molecular device.
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